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YOU WHO
BELIEVE, SEEK
HELP THROUGH
STEADFASTNESS
AND PRAYER, FOR
GOD IS WITH THE
STEADFAST 

2:153



The university experience goes beyond academia alone.

This part of your life will decide the direction you take

into the future, and it is essential to make the most of

your time. 

Islam teaches us that everything we do can be an act of

worship which we will be rewarded for, if we have the

right intention. University is a commitment of several

years of your life to study, who better to do this for than

for Allah هلالج لج? 

The ultimate test of university is succeeding with your

degree in the end. To get there requires much

preparation; time for studies, attending classes,

coursework, and exams. This can often be stressful and

extremely difficult if you do not have the right support

system in place. We've included some great tips and

advice for you, over the next few pages. 
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UNIVERSITY LIFEUNIVERSITY LIFEUNIVERSITY LIFE

Home away from home

If you're moving into new accommodation,

give it that personal touch. Your new

city/campus is also a fresh opportunity to go

and explore. Seek out the interesting spots

which will become your go-to places in the

years to come. Find the best places to eat,

shop, and eventually, revise. 

Moving into a new environment is exciting,

but can be quite daunting too. Make yourself

at home, get to know the people around you,

and keep an eye out for fellow grounded

Muslims. 



This is the single most important society you will join at
university!

ISoc is the place which creates an environment that enables

spiritual growth, development and transformation, a vehicle for

bringing members closer to Allah هلالج لج. It is where long lasting

relationships are built through social cohesion which instils a

feeling of brotherhood/sisterhood on campus.

The most important aspect of an ISoc is the development journey

you will take, both as an individual and your spiritual

development and Tarbiyyah. An ISoc should facilitate a

transformative environment that nurtures, develops and supports

your growth by imparting knowledge, skills and providing

development experiences.

ISLAMIC SOCIETYISLAMIC SOCIETYISLAMIC SOCIETY

As a Muslim student, your ISoc exists to

serve all your spiritual and social needs on

campus. Isoc aims to develop all Muslim

students to find closeness to Allah هلالج لج,

create an atmosphere and environment 

that is transformative for your journey in

the deen as well as bringing Muslims

together to form a strong and cohesive

jamaa (group). It is important that you

become an active member of your

community by going regularly to the

prayer room, this is the hub of Muslim life

and ISoc activity on campus.



STUDY TIPSSTUDY TIPSSTUDY TIPS

Find a good
environment to
study in that
doesn't have
distractions

Use the
'Pomodoro'
technique-
Study/work for
25 minutes and
have a break for 5
mins

Don't just re-read
notes, actively try
to recall the
information in them
or get someone to
test you 

Use pictures
to help you
remember
information

Break down studying
into sections, preview
your lectures, attend
lecutures, review your
notes, study them and
check if you
understand/remember
them

Set up reminders
on your phone or
use a wall calendar-
to remind yourself
of deadlines

Plan out your
upcoming week,
choose a day on the
weekend to do this,
plan out the times you
need to write
notes/revise/complet
e assignments

Make to-do lists
and put similar
tasks together to
make it easier for
you to get them
done!



STUDY TIPSSTUDY TIPSSTUDY TIPS

If you are an auditory learner then
record your lectures to play back
and revise from

If you are visual learner then think
of making notes that are colourful
with diagrams and mind maps

If you are a tactile learner then
think of making models and be
active in your revision

Get to know your learning style!

Watch video on things you are
stuck on or can't understand,
there are plenty of videos on
Youtube!

It is really important to keep your
body healthy so your mind is in tip
top shape! Try to eat healthy food
and exercise regularly! Eat foods
high in healthy fats (fish and
avocado) and plenty of fruits and
vegetables



TIME MANAGEMENTTIME MANAGEMENTTIME MANAGEMENT

Using a calendar/planner is so important for time management,
the only way to manage a busy schedule is to plan ahead!

It would be good to put key dates into your diary (such as
assignment and exam dates, deadlines and other commitments
you have) to see when you will be most busy o you can effectively
plan ahead.

A good idea would be to colour code your calendar/planner to
organise your committments

When you plan your days, make sure you list the priorities you
have. The A-B-C method works by prioritizing tasks, write down
everything you need to do, then assign them a letter; 

A – must be completed today
B – would be nice to finish today
C – can be pushed to tomorrow if necessary

You then know to work on all the 'A' tasks before the day is over!

Procrastination isn't about someone being lazy, it is actually more of a psychological reason,
you are delaying because you want to do well in the certain task. Here are a few ways to
prevent procrastination:

- It sounds silly, but figure out WHY you're pocrastinating, if it due to you being a
perfectionist, then just start the task and you can always go back and perfect it if you need
to! Poor organisation can also lead to procrastination and start planning your time better.

- Get moving! Do some star jumps or run around until your frame of mind changes

- Get someone to motivate you that you are accountable to

- Get rid of your phone or use an app which blocks the time-wasting apps and sites

Plan your time well and give yourself your own deadlines
so you are not always finishing things last minute! This
also give you time to correct anything if you need to.

https://success.oregonstate.edu/sites/success.oregonstate.edu/files/LearningCorner/Tools/prioritize_-_3_methods_20.pdf


HOW TO MULTI-TASKHOW TO MULTI-TASKHOW TO MULTI-TASK

Taking on too much at once can cause
unnecessary stress and worry. Rather than
feeling defeated when you aren’t able to
complete your mammoth to-do list, be sure to
set yourself achievable goals

Working on completely different tasks at the same time is sure to
cause confusion. Grouping similar tasks together will make it
easier for you to switch between them and meet your deadlines at
similar times!

Taking on too much at once can sometimes take
your productivity in the opposite direction! Only do
so when you can afford to and it is planned out well

Use the time that would normally be wasted such
as if you are communting to uni or waiting for
something (like at an airport if you are travelling!)

A common theme throughout this booklet!
For anything to be successful, you need to
effectvely plan. Make sure you making to-
do lists or a project manager online, or use
a planner/organiser.



MONEY MANAGEMENTMONEY MANAGEMENTMONEY MANAGEMENT
Cook at home, it
will actually be
healthier and
cheaper. You can
even do it with
friends!

Avoid cash
machines that
charge you, there
may be one nearby
that doesn't have a
charge

Master the art of
self control! Make
sure you only spend
on things you really
need!

Create a budget
(weekly or monthly)
and make sure you
stick to it. 

Set up direct debits
or standing orders
in order to pay your
bills, so you're not
paying anything
late. 

If you really want to
treat yourself, maybe
only stick to buying
things in the sales or
when there are
promotional offers

Ways to save money, including apps

- Apply for a 16-25 railcard, to save 30% off your
train tickets : https://www.16-25railcard.co.uk/

- Download apps like Unidays, Students Beans,
which gives you amazing discounts and offers on
things from fashion to tech!

- Always ask shops if they offer a student discount,
many places don't sometimes advertise the, but
some places do!

- Look around for deals on electricity and
broadband, sometimes you can save money by
switching to another supplier



SETTING GOALSSETTING GOALSSETTING GOALS

Helps you figure out what you want to achieve 
Motivates you to learn something new
Allows you to improve a skill you already have

1.
2.
3.

Using the SMART method allows you to set realistic and attainable goals. 

Specific: The clearer your goal, the easier it will be to
achieve. Try and answer the questions of who, what,
where, when, why, and how for your goal.

Measureable: Having a measurable goal means you
can keep track of your progress through milestones
and stages that need to be passed.

Achiveable: Make sure that your goal is achievable,
if it isn't and you are unable to reach it, you can
become demotivated.

Relevant: Make sure that the goal is in line with your
personality and characteristics as an individual and
makes sense to you.

Time: Set a deadline that you want to have achieved
your goal by. This will motivate you to work hard and
keep you on track. 



MY GOALSMY GOALSMY GOALS



Study

Evernote: A really good notetaking app with so many capabilities
SimpleMind: A mind-mapping app
Anki/StudyBlue: Allows users to upload class materials and flashcards
Google Drive/Docs: Save and store all of your documents online
Forest: Is an app that helps you stay focused and helps plant real trees!
Exam Countdown: Countdown clock to your exams so you can be on
track with your revision. 

Productivity
 

AnyDo: Keep on track with to-do lists, reminders, notes
Otter Ai: A real-time transcription app
LastPass: Password manager
Be Focused: A Pomodoro Technique, breaks your day up into 25 mins
focus sessions 
Freedom: Blocks distractions and time-wasting websites and apps 

Islam
 

Al Quran
Hisnul Muslim: All the duas, dhikr you need in your daily life
Pillars: Prayer time app
Dhikr and Dua
Quranly: Helps you memorise the Qur'an
Muslim Central
Tarteel: Helps you memorise the Qur'an
Quran Teacher
Muslim Pal

APPSAPPSAPPS



Travel

Trainline: Book train tickets
CityMapper: 
Uber: Book taxis
16-25 Railcard: You can alternatively have the card on your phone
so you can't lose it!

Ordering Food
 

Just Eat
UberEats
Deliveroo
Too Good To Go

Cooking
 

Yummly
Deliciously Ella
BBC Good Food

Check your food

JollyGut: Check for allergens and how healthy a product is
Verify Halal

APPSAPPSAPPS



@FOSISchannel

 

email: info@fosis.org.uk


